What is new with Thieme?

Science of Synthesis – New Release

Chemistry E-Books

E-Journals - Best Paper Award
Science of Synthesis

Re-launched with completely new interface:

- New Search Strategy
- New Content
- Author Map
- Case Studies
Science of Synthesis: New Search Strategy

- Input simple search, either reaction or sub-structure

- Post search refinement – identify structure as starting material/product

- Sophisticated hit list ranking – InfoChem “Classify” algorithm ranks hits by match to a sphere of influence around the reaction center
Science of Synthesis:

- Browsing functionality through the highly organized content
- Fast identification of pertinent examples using powerful search coupled with birds-eye view of the whole field and navigation to related examples
Science of Synthesis:

- Chapters available in html and PDF (DRM free)
- Customization – save hit lists and queries
- Personal accounts for remote access and mobile devices
Science of Synthesis:
New Content

- Full field of organic and organometallic chemistry covered comprehensively

- Knowledge Updates:
  Updating process maintains quality and timeliness
  - Supplemental content
  - Completely re-written chapters
  - Replaced chapters drop down into archive
Science of Synthesis:                      Reference Library:

- Thematic series in topics of interdisciplinary interest
  - Stereoselective Synthesis
  - Water in Organic Synthesis
  - Asymmetric Organocatalysis
  - Cross-Coupling and Heck-Type Reactions
  - Multicomponent Reactions
  - Biocatalysis in Organic Synthesis
  - C-1 Building Blocks in Organic Synthesis
  - Catalytic Transformations via C-H Activation
Science of Synthesis: Case Studies

- Demonstrate the applications of Science of Synthesis in teaching and research

Palladium-Catalyzed Cross-Coupling Reactions of Aryl Halides on Sulfur Compounds

Cyclopropanation of Unactivated Alkenes
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Thieme-Chemistry E-Books: Online

- Complete Thieme Chemistry monograph back list available as e-books for institutional access
- Available on the one-time fee purchase model
- www.thieme-connect.com
  - Herrmann Brauer Series
  - Protecting Groups Kocienski
  - Spectroscopic Methods Hesse-Zee
Chemistry E-Journals

- Best Paper Award launched 2015.
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